Innovation roadmap
Delivering Financial Life Benefits

®

Important information
Personal Retirement Strategy is an online investment advisory program sponsored by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc. (“MLPF&S” or “Merrill”) that uses a probabilistic approach
to determine the likelihood that participants in the program will accumulate sufficient total assets to achieve their annual retirement income goal. The recommendations provided by
Personal Retirement Strategy may include a higher level of investment risk than a participant may be personally comfortable with. Participants are strongly advised to consider their
personal goals, overall risk tolerance, and retirement horizon before accepting any recommendations made by Personal Retirement Strategy. Participants should carefully review the
explanation of the methodology used, including key assumptions and limitations, as well as a description of services and related fees which is provided in the Personal Retirement Strategy
Brochure (ADV Part 2A). It can be obtained through Benefits OnLine® or through the Retirement Benefits Contact Center.
Merrill offers a broad range of brokerage, investment advisory and other services. There are important differences between brokerage and investment advisory services, including the type
of advice and assistance provided, the fees charged, and the rights and obligations of the parties. It is important to understand the differences, particularly when determining which service
or services to select.
IMPORTANT: The projections or other information shown in the Personal Retirement Strategy program regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature,
do not reflect actual investment results and are not guarantees of future results. Results may vary with each use and over time.
For plan sponsor and consultant use only.
The screen shots shown are intended to illustrate the functionality and services through Benefits OnLine®. They are not meant as exact representations of the screens available through your plan. The concept screens are for discussion purposes only and do not reflect any
currently available product or service. Any new products, services, enhancements, and release dates are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
Bank of America, Merrill, their affiliates, and financial advisors do not provide legal, tax, or accounting advice. You should consult your legal and/or tax advisors before making any financial decisions.
Asset Allocation, diversification, and rebalancing do not ensure a profit or protect against loss.
Bank of America is a marketing name for the Retirement Services business of Bank of America Corporation (“BofA Corp.”). Banking activities may be performed by wholly owned banking affiliates of BofA Corp., including Bank of America, N.A., member FDIC. Brokerage and
investment advisory services are provided by wholly owned nonbank affiliates of BofA Corp., including Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (also referred to as “MLPF&S” or “Merrill”), a dually registered broker-dealer and investment adviser and member SIPC.
Mutual Fund investment offerings for the Bank of America HSA are made available by MLPF&S, a registered broker-dealer, Member SIPC and a wholly owned subsidiary of BofA Corp. Investments in mutual funds are held in an omnibus account at MLPF&S in the name
of Bank of America, N.A. (“BANA”), for the benefit of all HSA account owners. Recommendations as to HSA investment menu options are provided to BANA by the Chief Investment Office (“CIO”), Global Wealth & Investment Management (“GWIM”), a division of BofA Corp.
The CIO, which provides investment strategies, due diligence, portfolio construction guidance and wealth management solutions for GWIM clients, is part of the Investment Solutions Group of GWIM.
Investment products:
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Delivering high-tech, high-touch experiences
to help drive positive outcomes
We continue to innovate to meet the needs of the modern workplace. It starts with our understanding of the financial needs and behaviors of today’s diverse
workforce through millions of customer interactions, proprietary research and your input and feedback. This knowledge helps us to be more effective catalysts in
advancing financial wellness and supporting a personalized and holistic benefits experience that can help you attract and retain talent.

For employees

For employers

Convenient access, intuitive interfaces and powerful
new artificial intelligence (AI)-driven solutions are the
foundation for how we create highly personalized
experiences that raise the bar on how we engage,
inform, guide and prompt action.

We continue to evolve our employer
reporting platforms to provide easier access to
key plan data and tools for in-depth analysis.
This provides you insights that can help inform
decisions about plan design and how to engage
employees to help drive positive outcomes.

Digital experience »
Artificial intelligence »
Erica® on Benefits OnLine® app »
Managing financial lives online »
Connecting to resources to support action »
Next Dollar Guidance »
Managing income in retirement »
Additional capabilities »

Expanded plan health analytics »
New equity reporting platform »
Digital engagement reporting »
More new tools and solutions »
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For employees
Elevating the digital experience »
Artificial intelligence (AI) helps guide employees on
their financial journeys »
Personalized. Proactive. Predictive. See what
Erica® can do »
Digital expansion helps employees manage their
financial lives online »
Financial Wellness Tracker connects employees to
resources to help support key actions »
New solution helps employees answer: “Where do I
put my next dollar?” »
Guidance for managing income in retirement »
Additional capabilities to help employees know
and do more »
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Elevating the digital experience
We’re using technology to make financial wellness feel more approachable and attainable for employees, giving them the
tools to integrate good financial habits into their everyday lives.
Today’s diverse workforce means there can’t be just one approach. Through research, behavioral insights and plan analytics, we
understand employees’ wide range of needs, motivations and challenges. We are creating powerfully individualized experiences driven
by artificial intelligence to help deliver guidance and education that is relevant, meaningful and actionable for each employee, no matter
where they are on their financial journeys.

Connected

Individualized

Proactive

• One connected digital experience

• Informed by data

• Easy and intuitive

• Driven by artificial intelligence

• Multi-channel: Access where, when
and how employees choose

• Curated experiences based on
individual needs

• Real-time messaging to help
employees make financial decisions in
the moments that matter

• Delivering guidance and tools across
employees’ financial lives

• Relevant, meaningful and compelling
to help drive action

take a closer look »

• Immediate connection to resources to
help facilitate next steps
• Anticipating needs and uncovering
opportunities

One connected digital
experience
One connected digital experience
makes it easy for employees
to engage, learn and take action
to manage their broad financial
needs all in one place and as
needs evolve.
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Guidance and resources curated for
individual needs
Trends
Behavioral insights
Data
Artificial intelligence

“We know you”
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Artificial intelligence (AI) helps guide employees
on their financial journeys
AI-driven capabilities help us be more proactive and targeted in our outreach, with individualized experiences and
relevant online and email messaging — engaging employees in the moment and instantly connecting them to relevant
resources to help them take next steps, or to consider opportunities they may not have thought about.
We will continue to expand personalized messaging and experiences throughout this year and next. And going forward, our
machine-learning-enabled platform will turn insights into highly individualized experiences that resonate in context of each
employee’s life and goals.

AI steps in with
relevant next-step
messaging

Hello Jane

Hello John

It’s time to accept your
equity award.

Are you on track to meet your
goals? Find out your next step.

go now

go now

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only. Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
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Personalized. Proactive. Predictive.
®
See what Erica can do
Beginning in June 2022, your employees will be able to access Erica®,
Bank of America’s virtual financial assistant, on the Benefits OnLine® app
with ongoing expanded capabilities.

The experience will feature:
Voice assistance to help simplify the user experience.

Enhanced search functionality to easily navigate features within the app.

Over time, proactive, real-time messaging will help employees be proactive about
their financial health, identifying opportunities they may not even be thinking about
and guide them to next steps.
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Digital expansion helps employees manage their
financial lives online
Redesign of equity experience on Benefits OnLine®
You asked and we listened. We’re redesigning the equity experience on the Benefits
OnLine® (BOL) website and app. Planned to launch 3Q 2022, participants will enjoy:
• Redesigned and consolidated Summary and Awards pages.

ABC Company Equity Plan
Estimated remaining value

$8,129.50

• Redesigned vesting chart, with specific award type details displayed.

i

Jul 01, 2022

Estimated income

Estimated income forecast

• Ability to print or download award information.
Online chatbot uses AI to answer common questions on the health benefit
accounts website
A new AI-powered chatbot on the health benefit accounts website will help connect
employees to answers to commonly asked questions through real-time online
messaging. This capability will also be integrated into the Contact Center experience.
Planned for 4Q 2022.

Upcoming activities

Your awards

QR code/text to 401(k) enrollment
Make it easy for employees to enroll in their 401(k) plan on the BOL app, without having
a user ID and password created, by scanning a QR code or clicking a text-messaged link.
Planned for 3Q 2022.

Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
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Digital expansion helps employees manage their
financial lives online (continued)
Mobile check deposit and document processing
Enhanced functionality on the BOL app will allow employees to use their mobile device to deposit checks and upload supporting
documentation for plan-related transactions and more.
• Simplifying and streamlining rolling in money from prior plans to a participant’s 401(k) account with a fully digital capability.
Participants will be able to input all information through the BOL app, upload any supporting documentation and deposit
a check to fund the rollover all conveniently through the app. This includes Qualified Birth or Adoption Distributions as well.
Planned for 3Q 2022.
• Mobile document processing for hardship withdrawals in 401(k) plans. Planned for 2Q 2022.
• Deposit checks through the BOL app within the 401(k) loan payments and payoff experiences. Planned for 3Q 2022.
Instant account verification
Enablement of instant account verification for linking external banking accounts to BOL web and app. Planned for 4Q 2022.
Secure message center on BOL
Participants in 401(k), Equity, and ESPP plans will be able to request assistance and receive service, including ability to share
attachments, though a new secure message center inbox on the BOL website and app. Planned for 1Q 2023.

Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
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Financial Wellness Tracker connects employees
to resources to help support key actions
The Financial Wellness Tracker will include new features that will help make the experience more relevant and meaningful and help employees take action to improve
their financial health. Suggested personalized action plans will have the capability to link participants directly to relevant resources, such as retirement, emergency
and college savings solutions that can help them learn more about steps they can take to reach their goals and take immediate action.1 By the end of the year, equity
participants will also be able to access Financial Wellness Tracker.

Emergency savings program (planned for 4Q 2022)
The pandemic underscored the importance of having adequate emergency savings. In fact, 3 in 10 workers do not have an
emergency fund,2 and nearly 40% of those who had an emergency fund dipped into those funds during the pandemic.3
Many employers are stepping in to support their employees with strategies and resources that can help them prepare
financially for the unexpected. And we are ready to help. We will be launching a new emergency savings program in late 2022.
Features of this program will include:
A benefit with direct deposit
functionality

1

Certain conditions for obtaining consent apply.

2

Source: 2020 LIMRA study, The Role of Emergency Savings in Financial Wellness.

3

Source: Forbes Advisor, “Here’s How The Pandemic Shattered The Emergency Savings Rule Of Thumb,” updated June 23, 2021.

Educational content to help employees
understand the importance of building
emergency savings

Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.

Integration with the Financial
Wellness Tracker action plan
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Financial Wellness Tracker connects employees
to resources to help support key actions (continued)
Student loan program (planned for 2023)
One in three employees may struggle with student loan debt.1 In fact, Americans hold $1.7 trillion in student loans with an
average balance of $28,950.2 To help tackle this challenge, we are building a student loan program, planned to launch in 2023.
Features of this program will include:
Digital platform

Guidance and support

Payment administration

• Dashboard aggregating all loans
• Federal repayment evaluation/
recommendation tool
• Access to marketplace for
refinancing

• Access to one-on-one guidance
via email, chat or phone
• Personalized action plan

• Direct payment to principal
loan balance
• PTO (paid time off) conversion to
student loan repayment dollars
• 401(k) matching contribution (pending
the passing of additional legislation)

1

Source: Federal Reserve, Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2020, May 2021.

2

Source: Federal Student Aid, 2Q 2021.

Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.
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New solution helps employees answer:
“Where do I put my next dollar?”
Coming in 2023, Next Dollar Guidance will complement Personal Retirement Strategy to help guide employees in determining how to contribute their next dollar into
retirement-focused accounts. It will follow our Next Dollar Guidance savings hierarchy methodology, providing an optimal order of accounts and amounts, personalized
to help employees reach their specific retirement goals.

Savings hierarchy methodology

Guidance on specific actions to take

• Maximizes benefit with research-based hierarchy.

• Identifies specific steps toward individual goals.

• Prioritizes account order by degree of impact.

• Answers “where do I put my next dollar?”.

• Focuses initially on retirement — 401(k), employer
match, HSA, IRA, etc.

• Provides optimal account order and amounts.
• Presents “suggested contribution rate” to help move
toward retirement goals.

Personalization: Tailored to each
individual’s retirement goal
• Uses account data across accounts employee
has shared.
• Considers household (spouse or partner) information
if provided.
• Considers tax-free vs. tax-deferred.
• Reminds employees to include other tax-advantaged
accounts they may be eligible for, but have not yet
provided information.
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Guidance for managing income in retirement
Complementing our 401(k) offering, Personal Retirement Strategy is a digital investment advisory program that connects
employees to the retirement income planning resources they need to take charge of their financial futures.

Retirement Paycheck coming to PRS in 2H 2023
Retirement Paycheck can help participants with one of the most difficult financial
decisions: How much retirement income can I generate, and how do I distribute it?
Retirement Paycheck features:
• The convenience of an automatic “paycheck” to a bank account
of participants’ choosing
• Helps participants plan for retirement income to support income goals
• Ongoing tracking and alerts to keep participants engaged and
on track with their retirement income
• Considers:
– Required minimum distribution (RMD)

– Other income sources

– Social Security

– Federal and state taxes

Learn more about Personal Retirement Strategy.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only. Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.

Coming to
defined contribution
in 2022–2023
New income solutions will
include Qualified Default
Investment Alternative (QDIA) as
well as other investment options
to help address participants’
needs for income in retirement.
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Additional capabilities to help employees
know and do more
Lifestyle Spending Accounts can help support a healthier workforce
A Lifestyle Spending Account (LSA) is a customizable post-tax benefit that can support physical, financial and emotional wellness
across your company and enhance the package of benefits you offer to attract and retain employees. Employers deposit a set
amount of money into an employee’s account, which employees can then spend on expenses that have been defined by the employer.
Examples of lifestyle expenses include fitness memberships, athletic and exercise equipment, personal trainers, identity theft services,
non-medical counseling, pet care and more. Launched in March 2022 for all products.

Defined contribution: A new feature for plans that offer in-plan Roth conversions
A new feature will allow participants to elect to have their after-tax contributions automatically converted to a Roth money source
within the plan. Planned for 3Q 2022.

Health Benefit Soutions: Mobile wallet for health and benefits debit card
Later this year, employees will be able to store their health and benefit debit card in their mobile wallet for convenient payment of
eligible health care expenses from their phone. Planned for 4Q 2022.

Equity/ESPP: Alert participants to update address
Participants will receive an alert through BOL website and app when their plan brokerage addresses are out of sync so they can make
the corrections easily on BOL. Planned for 4Q 2022.

Equity/ESPP: Supporting multi-currency for global workforces
Participants can view their plan and brokerage values in a currency of their choosing. Planned for 1Q 2023.
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For employers
Expanded plan health and benchmarking analytics
offer deeper insights and opportunities »
New equity/ESPP reporting platform displays data and
trends to help inform programs »
Digital engagement reporting tracks how employees
interact with their benefits »
More new tools and solutions to help make your
workday a little easier »
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Expanded plan health and benchmarking analytics
offer deeper insights and opportunities
How is my plan doing in comparison to others in the industry? In what funds are investments concentrated? Are participants
contributing enough to maximize company match?
The answers to these questions and more will be at your fingertips with our new robust suite of plan health analytics for 401(k) plans,
which will be conveniently located in the reporting tab of the Benefits OnLine® plan sponsor portal. The plan health dashboard began
expansion in November 2021, with benchmarking planned to be added in the second half of 2022. We will also further expand the
reporting dashboards to include Personal Retirement Strategy and Advice Access analytics by the end of 2022.
Intuitive dashboards, data visualization, trending reports and the ability to benchmark your plan against ones like it will arm you with
insights to help you assess the overall health of your plan and participant financial wellness, and give you a deeper understanding of the
opportunities to help drive better plan outcomes.
New 401(k) benchmarking data includes:

Benchmarking

Related Reports

• Plan participation rates
• Contribution rates
• Average participant balances
• Average loan balances
• Benchmarking report with various industry metrics

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only. Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.

Coming soon:
Insights to health and
benefit accounts
Planned for 2023, the health
benefits expanded analytics
dashboard will provide the ability
to drill down on key metrics and
see benchmarking data to help
inform decision-making.
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New equity/ESPP reporting platform displays
data and trends to help inform programs
A new reporting platform for equity plans and employee stock purchase plans (ESPP) with drag-and-drop capabilities and
an interactive dashboard is coming to Benefits OnLine® by end of 2Q 2022. Plan sponsors will be able to conveniently run
reports on a broad set of metrics:
Plan statistics broken down by geographic location (U.S. and globally), as well as officer and termination codes.
Plan activity and trends, including grant award acceptance, upcoming award expirations and vestings, daily settlement activity,
blackout schedule, incoming file processing results and more.
Reports showing participant electronic delivery elections, digital engagement, declaration statements, brokerage account trends and
tax certifications.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only. Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
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Digital engagement reporting tracks how
employees interact with their benefits
Benefits OnLine® is one of the primary ways employees manage their benefits, and the ability to view and analyze online
activity can help provide insights into how employees engage with their accounts.
The report gives you the ability to access digital engagement trends and detailed data related to employees’ online behavior.
It launched in 2021 for 401(k) plans and continues to expand capabilities. And in early 2023, equity plans will have access to key
digital engagement trend reports.

Digital engagement reporting dashboard includes:
• Users and logins by plan
and device

• Percentage of digitally active
participants by plan

• Total digital logins

• Average logins per user

• Digital transactions

Learn more about digital engagement reporting.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only. Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.
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More new tools and solutions to help make your
workday a little easier
Equity: Sandbox testing environment
Allows a plan sponsor to determine when they would like their production data copied to their sandbox. Plan sponsor will be able to
load grants, vest grants, run reports, view participant results, and turn on/test out new features. Planned for 4Q 2022.

Equity: Taxation for mobile employees
AwardChoice will look at the geographies a person has been in over the vesting period and prorate the tax calculations based on
those geographies. Planned for 4Q 2022.

Equity: Section Form 16 filing
The Section 16 form filing offering helps you with the maintenance of insiders, their holding records, and transactions associated with
each holding, with a direct connection to the SEC’s EDGAR system for filings of Forms 3, 4, and 5. The offering will include automated
transaction-creation services for equity-plan activity with reporting to plan sponsors. Planned to launch in June.

Equity/ESPP: Share lot locking schedules
Ability for plan sponsors to lock a share lot placed in a participant’s brokerage account and provide a schedule of when portions of the
share lot should be released to the participant. Planned for 3Q 2022.
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Overview of innovations — for employees
Planned

Recently launched

• Ongoing enhancements to BOL and
health account websites and apps
2022

• Mobile document processing and
check payments for 401(k)
2Q–3Q 2022

• Alert participants to update address
for equity/ESPP
4Q 2022

• Erica® on Benefits OnLine® (BOL)
app with expanded integration of
artificial intelligence (AI)-driven
experiences and voice technology
2022–2023

• QR code/text to 401(k) enrollment
3Q 2022

• Supporting multi-currency for
global workforces for equity/ESPP
1Q 2023

• AI-driven technology to provide
timely messaging and insights
2022–2023
• Financial Wellness Tracker
expanded connectivity to solutions
and resources (Emergency savings
and student loan programs)
2022–2023

• A new feature for plans that offer
in-plan Roth conversions
3Q 2022
• Health Benefit Solutions
online chatbot
4Q 2022

• Next Dollar Guidance
2023
• Retirement Paycheck through
Personal Retirement Strategy
2023

• Mobile wallet for health and benefit
accounts debit card
4Q 2022

Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.

Financial Wellness Tracker action
plan redesign
Text alerts and reminders for health and
benefit account participants
Lifestyle Spending Accounts
Limited Spanish translation of BOL website
and mobile app for 401(k)
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Overview of innovations — for employers
Planned
• Continued expansion of 401(k)
reports and functionality
2022+
• Expanded plan health and
benchmarking analytics
2022+
• New reporting platform for
equity/ESPP plans
2Q 2022

Recently launched
• Section Form 16 filing for equity
2Q 2022
• Share lot locking schedules for
equity/ESPP
3Q 2022
• Sandbox testing environment for
equity plans
4Q 2022

• Taxation for mobile employees in
equity plans
4Q 2022

Digital engagement reporting
showing channel usage and behaviors
for defined contribution plans

• Digital engagement reporting
expanded for equity/ESPP
2023

More efficient loan-payoff process for
defined contribution plans

Any new products, services or enhancements are subject to change based solely on Bank of America decision, including not proceeding with a planned offering.

Participant search services for defined
contribution plans
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Financial Life Benefits — Innovation for life
®

Life can be complex, with constantly changing priorities. Employees have a wide range of financial needs. We can help.
Financial Life Benefits® is a holistic solution paired with individualized guidance that goes beyond traditional benefits to
provide more of what employees need to manage their day-to-day finances and prepare for the future — whether it’s
creating a budget, saving for health care or planning for a steady stream of income in retirement.

Integrated Benefit
Capabilities

Why it matters:

• Engages employees using a high-tech,
high-touch approach that makes it easy
for them to integrate financial wellness
into their everyday lives.

• Financial Life Benefits® is redefining
workplace benefits, offering a more
complete benefits package that
can differentiate your company’s
offering and help your employees live
better financially.

TI

S

• Delivers individualized guidance and
meaningful experiences that drive
deeper engagement and inspire action.

ESS

• Elevates your workplace benefits
offering, while simplifying how
it’s delivered.

LI

• Employee banking and
investing1
2

2

• Provides synergy in creating a
workplace benefits program aligned
with company values.

HO

• Equity compensation plans1

• Provides comprehensive financial
care for your employees from a
brand they trust.3

C

LN

• Supports holistic wellness to help your
workforce reach its full potential.

• Retirement plans1
• Health and benefit accounts

Financial
®
Life Benefits

FIN
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1

Investment products are available from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.

2

Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.

3

In a 2020 survey of 4,500 plan participants conducted by the National Association of Retirement Plan Participants, Bank of America led all other providers in trust, confidence, education, participant knowledge and overall satisfaction.
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